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1. Black and white thinking (also known as “all or nothing” or “dichotomous thinking”) 

This thinking style involves seeing only one extreme or the other and leads people to view 

themselves, others and the world in categories.  People with this style of thinking look at things in 

absolute black and white categories.  There are no in betweens or shades of grey.   

 

This can affect mental health due to absolutist thinking patterns that life “HAS to be this way”; e.g. 

we view ourselves or other people as wrong or right, good or bad, etc.  Low self esteem may result if 

you view yourself as a total failure, just because you or a situation falls short of perfect.   

 

Example 

Someone who regards themselves as not good enough to work within a company because they 

haven’t gone to university but regards anyone they know with a degree as highly intelligent and 

capable. 

 

Questions to challenge this 

• Is that really true?  If not, list all the evidence that indicates it is not completely true? 

• Have I reduced some complex reality into something which is ‘all or nothing’ or ‘black and 

white’? 

• Are you thinking of thing in terms of categories or two or more extremes?   

• Is there a grey area/ area between any extremes you are thinking of? 

• Are you expecting perfection from yourself or other people rather than accepting them as 

humans who are allowed to make mistakes sometimes? 

 

2. Mental filter (selective abstraction) 

This thinking style involves a process of "filtering in" the negatives and "filtering out" the positives.  It 

can be likened to "tunnel vision", as it focuses on only one part of a situation and ignores the rest.  

Usually this means looking at the negative parts of a situation and forgetting the positive parts, and 

the whole picture is coloured by what may be a single negative detail.   
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Example 

If after hosting a dinner party we receive compliments from all our guests except one who 

comments that they didn’t particularly enjoy one of the courses, we will only focus on the latter. 

 

Questions to challenge this 

Have I blocked out any positive aspects of this situation?  If so what are these? 

 

3. Discounting the positive  

This is when we insist that our positive accomplishments or positive qualities “don’t count”.  It may 

be that we actually take positive events and turn them into negative ones.   

 

Example 

A teacher compliments a pupil on their work but the pupil thinks "they're just being polite, really 

they hated it." 

 

Questions to challenge this 

• Are you focusing on weaknesses and neglecting strengths? 

• Are you rejecting the positive?  If so what are the positives in this example? 

 

4. Emotional reasoning 

This thinking style involves basing our view of our self or situations on the way we are feeling and 

discarding any evidence or possibilities which contradict this.  Quite often emotional reasoning leads 

to negative predictions.  The only evidence that something bad is going to happen is that we feel like 

something bad is going to happen.   We reason how we feel, e.g. “I feel like an idiot therefore I must 

be one”, or, “I don’t feel like doing this so I’ll put it off”.  
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Example 

Sally may assume her new partner Fred has not been in contact because he is not really interested in 

them.  In reality, Fred is too busy dealing with a crisis and doesn’t want to burden Sally at such an 

early stage of their relationship.   

 

Questions to challenge this  

• Am I using my feelings as proof of how things are?   

• What are the facts in this situation? 

 

5. Overgeneralisation 

This is when the person views a negative event as a never ending pattern of failure although it may 

not happen 100% of the time.  When we over generalise, we take one instance in the past or 

present, and impose it on all current or future situations.  If we say “you always…” or “everyone…”, 

or “I never…” then we are probably over generalising. 

 

Example 

A person who fails their driving test at the first attempt feels they are a completely hopeless driver 

and will never pass, rather than conclude "lots of people fail the first time, with a little more practice 

I can pass".  The person may combine this with “all or nothing/ black and white thinking”; by 

concluding that they had failed totally, when in fact they only made one or two mistakes but passed 

the rest of the test.  

 

Questions to challenge this 

• Have I considered all the evidence or am I just looking at this event?   

• What experiences have I had or may I have in the future which may disprove this? 

• Just because X happened does it mean that (another person/ you) is ‘an idiot’, ‘useless’, a 

‘complete failure’ or ‘hopeless’? 
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6. Magnification and minimisation 

In this thinking style, we magnify the negative aspects of ourselves, other people and situations and 

minimise the positive.  It may be that we focus on the positive aspects of others and pay little 

attention to our own positive attributes.  This works to explain away any positive aspects and can 

also blow things way out of proportion or shrink their importance inappropriately.   

 

Example 

An athlete who overestimates the emphasis on the negative aspects of their coach’s feedback and 

pays minimal attention to the positive.   

 

Questions to challenge this 

• Am I focusing only on the negative?  If so what are the positives in this example?   

• Am I blowing something out of proportion or shrinking its importance? 

 

7. Catastrophic thinking (also known as ‘extreme fortune telling’) 

Catastrophic thinking occurs when we “blow things out of proportion“.  We may we view the 

situation as ‘terrible, awful, dreadful, horrible, a disaster or a tragedy’, even though the reality is that 

any issue itself is quite small or non-existent.  This is common in people with anxiety issues as they 

think in 'what if' terms and anticipate the worst possible scenario. 

 

Example 

A person wants to make a point in a meeting but thinks that if they do they will be laughed at and 

taken off a project due to their incompetence. 

 

Questions to challenge this 

• Am I making this bigger in my head than it is in reality?   

• Am I interpreting an undesirable event as something that could happen to me?   
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• If you can’t control X will you really fall apart?   

• Would it really be so awful and unbearable, that you won’t be able to stand it? 

 

8. Should or must statements 

This thinking style comes from a person’s fixed view of how they/ others/ the world ‘must’ or 

‘should’ be.  Frequently this results in inflexible and high expectations and demands, which are 

usually not met and then lead to inevitable emotional upset and an overestimation of the negative 

impact of this. 

 

People criticise others, themselves or the world with words such as “should”, “shouldn’t”, “must”, 

“ought to”, “have to”, “would have” and other critical language.  Sometimes by saying “I/ you 

should/ shouldn’t…” or “I/ you must…” unrealistic expectations are set that put people under 

unreasonable pressure.  Setting rules and ideas about how things are expected to be and how you 

and others 'should' behave often results in negative consequences.  

 

If you use word ‘should’ in relation to yourself you may well experience unnecessary guilt.  Using the 

word ‘should’ towards others can lead to resistance, anger and/ or resentment.  Should or must 

statements mostly create unrealistic expectations but sometimes they are helpful, e.g. “I should not 

get drunk and drive home”! 

 

Example 

A badminton player performs poorly against a challenging opponent and says to himself “I shouldn’t 

have made so many stupid errors” and then stops playing because they are so angry and frustrated 

with themselves.   

 

Questions to challenge this 

• Are my expectations and demands of myself and others dictating how I think?  

• Is it what I’m expecting really necessary? 
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• Have you created rules for other people or yourself (e.g. I should or must do X)?  If so how 

do these help/ hinder you? 

• Are you expecting perfection from yourself or other people rather than accepting them as 

humans who are allowed to make mistakes sometimes? 

• Are you respecting someone else’s differences or do you expect them to match your 

opinions, personal standards or approaches to things? 

 

9. Labelling 

We label ourselves and others, in all or nothing terms, when we make global statements based on 

behaviour in specific situations, e.g. “I’m such an idiot”.  We might use this label even though there 

are many more examples that aren’t consistent with that label.   

 

Also this label may not completely apply and in most instances it is more helpful to describe what 

happened factually and the behaviour behind this, e.g. “I made a mistake because I did X, Y, Z and as 

a result this issue arose”.   

 

Labels are often used when we dislike or disagree with someone and we see them as completely bad 

and may then feel angry and hostile.  This can also apply to ourselves; we may label ourselves 

because we don’t feel good, maybe because we haven’t acted with integrity, etc. 

 

Example 

If someone doesn’t complete a perfect tennis shot instead of saying, “I made a mistake”, they tell 

themselves “I’m a jerk”, “a loser”, “a fool”, etc.   

 

Questions to challenge this 

• Am I summing up the situation with a label or am I describing what happened? 

• Are you labelling yourself, somebody or something else?   

• If so, is this an objective and reasonable thing to do?   
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• If not, what may be leading you to labelling? 

 

10. Blame 

This involves blaming ourselves or others for everything that goes wrong or could go wrong, even 

when we or other people may only be partly responsible or not responsible at all.  We might take 

100% responsibility for the occurrence of external events or blame others completely for our 

distress and overlook ways that our own attitudes and behaviours might contribute to the problem.   

 

Examples 

Someone takes full responsibility for a difficult situation with their boss when it was actually initiated 

by their boss bringing their personal life to work.   

 

Someone blames the breakdown of a relationship completely on their partner, whereas a big factor 

was something they did a long time ago which reduced their partner’s trust in them. 

 

Question to challenge this 

Am I looking at a setback as completely my own or someone else's fault? 

 

11. Jumping to conclusions 

We jump to conclusions when we assume that we know what someone else is thinking 

(mind reading) and when we make predictions about what is going to happen in the future 

(predictive thinking or fortune telling).  We may not have any evidence for this and may even dismiss 

any evidence to the contrary. 

 

(a) Mind reading: we assume that people are reacting negatively to us although there is no direct 

evidence, e.g. a person with social anxiety assumes that their colleagues view them as incapable of 

performing at work. 
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(b) Fortune telling: we predict things will turn out badly, e.g. someone assumes everything will go 

wrong because they have had a bad start to their day.  See catastrophic thinking in point 7 above 

(this is where fortune telling is greatly exaggerated).   

 

Example 

“She didn’t greet me. She must be deliberately avoiding me. How dare she!”  

 

Questions to challenge this 

• Am I presuming what others think or feel?   

• Is there an alternative explanation?   

• Am I predicting a negative outcome with little evidence that this will actually happen? 

 

12. Personalisation 

This is when people believe everything people say or do is a reaction to them.  People compare 

themselves with others and assume false responsibility for things they don’t have total control over, 

which may lead to taking others comments the wrong way.   

 

Example 

'He mentioned the difficulty we’re having with selling the house and he must think it’s my fault 

because I chose the interior decoration and it is my entire fault'. 

 

Questions to challenge this 

• Do people want to deliberately frustrate me?   

• Is this about me?   

• Is it really my fault/ responsibility? 
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To further help challenge your thinking patterns use the questions below in Appendix E.  This will 

help build evidence against any unhelpful thoughts to help diminish them even further. 


